A great deal of attention has been paid to artificially fabricated mesoscopic magnetic s!mclures. A wide size range of square dots [I] provide an especially good example h u s e of their potential for various kinds of applications in magnetoekctronics and devices [2] . In msoscopic pdcles, however, not only their size but also their shape plays an important role in defiing the domain configuration. From the application point of view, it is essential to control the evolution of the domain slrucmres. We repolt the results of investigation of magnetic domain structum in permalloy cimlar and square dots supporting numerical calculations.
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A continuous f h structllre of 3 nm M O nm pamalloy was deposited on a Gah (100) substrate in UHV. The fdm was then annealed at 400 K for 30 minutes to remove the uniaxial anisotropy induced during the growth. The permaUoy mesoscopic structures of squares (width w: lSwS200 pm) andcircles (diameccr K lSwS200 pm) were fabricated by elcctron beam lithography and opfimized pattern transfer techniques based on a combination of both dry and wet etching. These pamaUoy structLIres were observed in both their demagnetized and remanent state by conventional magnetic force microscopy (MFM) associated with non-contact atomic force microscopy (NC-AFM) (Digital Instruments Nanoscope m). A commercial Si probe (Digital Insmmts, Pointprobe m netic force sensor MESP) was used and the dislance between probe and sample was set as 5 nm?or NC-AFM tapping mode and 100 nm for MFM measurements. With squares, we found three stages of magnetic domain evolution in their demagnetized states as shown in Fig. 1 : (a) a single domain at w=l pin, (b) a four-wall closure domain smmre in the range of X w S 5 pm and (c) complex domain structures with the formation of new domains from one edge ( I K w pm). Figure I(b) , for example, shows both MFM images and domain configurations of the permalloy square of w=10 pm and a typical closure domain can be seen a expcclcd [l] . It should be noted that the domain wall is not straight, which suggests that the magn&ation in this sample h a a rotaring component. From w=lO pm, new magnetic domains appear from the edge of the squares and provide new complex closure domain structures (See Fig.  I(c) ). With the increase of w. the nucleation of new domains from the edges occurs to reduce the magnetostatic energy in the samples. . At the next step, cinular vortex domain structures are observed (SS620 pm) as shown in Fig. 2(c) , since the pmalloy samples have no crystal-induced anisotropy. The larger diameter samples finally show complex domain slruclures with walls (5Kw pm). In the remanent states, however. since one particular magnethion dimtion is enhanced by the applied magnetic field, circular dots with small diameter (IK~20pm)alsoc~tesevcraldomain walls.
Comparing the results of these two shapes. we conclude that the magnetization in a certain size particle tends to rotale in order to reduce the exchange energy. However, in the presence of an edge, the domain configuration is mainly determined by the competition between the exchange energy and the wall energy.
A micromagnetic numerical calculation was carried out to confirm the critical point of the domain wall formation using a fiite difference method. The system was divided into 300 nm cubic cells. The demagnetization feld, magnetic anisotropy fEld and the exchange field were calculated at the position of each cell which was assumed to possess a constant magnitude of magnetization Ms and to point in any direction. Ms was randomly aligned at the first stage and each magnetization rotated to the direction to reduce the total energy at the position. Total energy of the sample was also calculated and the stable domain configuration was defied at the minimum energy. The results are almost the same as the MFM images.
